
Local Solutions and Global Solutions 
 
A Reflection from Matthew Elliott, President of Oasis, Int. 
 
Thank you for the privilege of taking part in these significant 
conversations; this conference is important! 
 
We were asked to comment further on the document presented.  My 
comment is, there is large convergence around local solutions, 
convergence I largely agree with. There is not divergence as much as 
there is a missing piece for discussion and work.  
 
There are two sets of problems: one requires local solutions and one 
requires global solutions. For example, a wonderfully trained writer 
and editor (local) in a smaller country needs access to larger markets 
(global) to be able to make a living writing books. If the local need for 
writers and editors is solved, the need for a market large enough to 
support their full-time work is not.  
 
The convergence, I would argue is largely around the local solutions 
(training, leadership writing, etc.), and less around global solutions. 
This is why I am anxious to understand what may be different in 
Africa from other environments.  Things the group came up with 
include (and I have heard echoed from others):  

1)    Most expensive travel 

2)    Lower economic development (many issues including 
exchanging money, lack of quality low-cost printing, etc.) 

3)    Increased legal barriers and other barriers to doing business 
including piracy 

4)    Lower literacy and not a reading culture 



5)    Difficulty in achieving scale needed for success both in having 
large English and French publishers that control the best-selling 
product and serving small regional markets 

1-5 may require more global solutions, as opposed to local solutions.  
 
1-4 are largely out of our control but joint effort may help us manage 
them. We may be able to affect change in #5 that helps in 1-4.  
 
The conference needs to also address the global problems, and it is 
more difficult to know how exactly to address these.  
Some suggestions for discussion are: 

1)    Joint marketing efforts including social media 

2)    Joint ways to help with international banking and exchanging 
money – the more $ available the more leverage with banks, etc. 

3)    Ways to sell books from local publishers across countries and 
markets 

4)    Ways that local booksellers can buy books from multiple 
publishers, including those outside their home country, without the 
need for long-term credit and exchanging funds 

5)    Ebook and POD platforms for content that can be shared across 
the continent that has local pricing/price points and solves problems 
like people being unable to buy apps for lack of credit. 

I think a successful conference will include room for specific 
discussion of global difficulties that could be worked on together. It 
might be helpful to differentiate to some degree local and global 
problems specifically and have groups that work on both areas. 
Thanks for allowing me to contribute, 
 
Editor’s Note: Matthew Elliott will be attending the Africa Speaks 2018 
Conference 


